A*0201

A2

X[LM]XXXXX[LV], X[LM]XXXXXX[LV], X[LM]XXXXXXX[LV]

X[L][D]XXXX[L], X[L][D]XXXXX[L], X[L][D]XXXXXX[L]

>A.SE.SE8538
AGRSGNSDEELLRAIRIIKILYQSNPHPKPRGSRQARKNRRRRWRARQRQ
IDSISERILSTCLGRSAEPVPLQLPPLEGLHLDCCEDCGTSGTEGVGRPQ
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In this output for A*0207, X can be any amino acid, L is favored in the
second position, D in the third position, and L again in the C-terminal position.
For A*0201, the second positions favors either L or M, and the C-terminal
position either L or V, and the third position is undefined (an X). Optimal
epitopes tend to be nine amino acids long, but this varies. Anchor motifs for
epitopes between 8 and 10 amino acids are listed, however on rare occasion
optimal eptiopes longer than 10 amino acids have been described. Motifscan
should be used cautiously; not all HLA genotypes or serotypes have defined
anchor residues, and the tool will not be as up to date as the primary literature.
Once a motif has been identified, whether from the literature or from the
HLA dictionary, it can be used to scan a protein sequence, like this A-subtype
Rev protein sequence:

A*0207

A2

be present in a region with no reactive epitope (false positives), and frequently
one finds true epitopes that contain exceptions to anchor residue motifs (false
negatives). The presence of HLA appropriate anchor residues could, however,
help focus the search for potential epitopes in known reactive protein regions.
An alternative for screening whole proteins for likely epitopes de novo is the
program Epimatrix (De Groot), designed by Anne De Groot and colleagues at
Brown University (http://tbhiv.biomed.brown.edu/).
A user can select either an HLA serotype or genotype from a listing.
For example, if a user selects A2, anchor residues that have been defined for
the HLA class I serotype A2 and for all related HLA A*02 genotypes will be
returned. If a user knew only that the individual was A2, it might be useful
to have the anchor residues for all related genotypes displayed; if the specific
HLA genotype was defined, then the specific anchor residues would be of
greater interest.
A search on HLA genotypes A*0201 and A*0207 yields two sets of
slightly different anchor motifs. HLA A*0201 and A*0207 would both be
classified serologically as A2:
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What Does MotifScan Do?
Motifscan is a simple tool that allows users to identify known anchor
residue motifs for epitopes presented by class I proteins, and then use these
motifs to highlight potential epitopes within a protein sequence. The listing of
anchor residues (Rammensee, Hidehiro, Schreuder) and genotype nomenclature relationships (Schreuder), have been entered into searchable tables including information based primarily on data summarized in the first three references.
There are many fewer defined anchor residues for HLA class II molecules at
the present. Sometimes the anchor residues for a particular HLA genotype are
undefined, but are defined for a closely related HLA genotype. Literature based
updates of this table will be conducted annually. Once anchor motifs of interest
have been identified from the table, these can be used to scan protein sequences.
The tool can also be used as a quick Web-based reference to look up associated
HLA genotype/serotype nomenclature, and to look up anchor residue motifs to
help interpret mutations within epitopes.
We envision MotifScan being a particularly useful tool if a CTL response
is characterized from an individual with a known HLA type, and already localized to a protein or protein region. Frequently, specified anchor residues will

Abstract
Motifscan is a new Web-based tool that summarizes anchor residue locations for specified HLA class I and HLA class II serotypes or genotypes in an
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searchable database of associated HLA serotypes and genotypes and anchor
residues has been compiled from the literature; this dictionary will be updated
annually. Motifscan is useful as a reference for HLA genotype/serotype nomenclature, as a resource for interpretation of mutations within epitopes, and as a
tool for narrowing the search for optimal epitopes in a reactive region.
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This analysis could provide a reasonable starting place to narrow down
the search for optimal epitopes in a reactive region.

Location in Protein

Sequence I.D.

A list of potential epitopes is provided, and on the Web site these positions
are highlighted in red (here they are indicated by asterisks). In this case HLA
A*0201 anchor residue motifs were identified in the protein considering spacing
appropriate for eptiopes 8, 9, and 10 amino acids long:

Motifscan
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